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This document describes how DDOE will implement and manage the "on-site permit exemption"
described in the District of Columbia Brownfield Revitalization Amendment Act of 2000
("District's Brownfields Law"; D.C. Official Code $ 8-634.01) and section 121(e) of the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act ("CERCLA"). The
recent amendments to the District's Brownfields Law borrowed extensively from CERCLA and
one of the provisions of CERCLA that was copied into District law is the "on-site permit
exemption."

Statement of Polic),

If a person is performing a response action under the authority of D.C. Official Code $ 8-634.01
or CERCLA, and the response action includes an activity that would require a permit issued by a
District department or agency, then the person is not required to submit an application for the
permit to the permitting authority. However, the person must prepare a work plan describing
how the person intends to comply with the substantive requirements, but not the procedural
requirements, of the permit.

Applicability of the On-Site Permit Exemption

Located in section 8-634.01(c) of the District's Brownf,relds Law, the language reads as follows:
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(c) Afederall, state, local, or District permit shall not be requiredfor the portion of a
response action conducted entirely onsite, if the response action is selected and carried out in
compliance with this section.

This language is nearly identical to CERCLA and is intended to streamline the cleanup process.
This permit exemption applies where:

1. A person is conducting a response action under the authority of section 8-634.01 of the
District's Brownfields Law;

2. The response action involves an activity that would otherwise require a permit (such as

installing a monitoring well); and
3. The activity is conducted entirely onsite.

This permit exemption applies to response actions performed by DDOE or responsible parties,
provided the cleanup is carried out in a manner that is consistent with section 8-634.01. This
statutory language authorizes the Mayor to respond to an actual or threatened release of
hazardous substances because D.C. Official Code $ 8-634.01(a) states that "Upon receipt of
information of a threatened or actual release of ahazardous substance, the Mayor may [take
actions l-6]." Accordingly, the on-site permit exemption applies to any response action
performed under the authority of, and consistent with, section 8-634.01. The on-site permit
exemption is not limited to sites enrolled in the District's voluntary cleanup program because the
voluntary program is established in section 8-633 - a different subchapter of the Brownfields
Law from subchapter 8-634.

The applicability of the on-site permit exemption to cleanup of petroleum is a little more
complex. Pure petroleum, and its refined products, are exempt from the federal definition of
"hazardous substances" and therefore, the on-site permit exemption would not apply to cleanups
of petroleum. However, used oil, waste petroleum, and hazardous substances mixed with
petroleum will qualifu as "hazardous substances" for the purposes of CERCLA and D.C. Official
Code $ 8-634.01. Therefore, cleanups of mixtures of petroleum and hazardous substances qualifu
for the on-site permit exemption provided the cleanup qualifies as an eligible site under D.C.
Official Code $ 8-634.01.

This permit exemption does not shield anyone from an enforcement action based on violations of
Federal or District laws or regulations. The permit exemption simply removes the requirement
to undergo the process of obtaining a permit. If DDOE has reason to believe that there is a
violation of District law or regulations at the location of a site cleanup, then DDOE may pursue
an enforcement action. The nature and extent of the violation(s) should be brought to the
attention of the Remedial Project Manager ("RPM"; prior to any enforcement action. In many
instances, DDOE will already have an enforceable agreement against the violator, in which case
it may be easier to correct the violation and impose a fine through the existing framework.

' this OOOE guidance does not address how federal agencies implement this requirement, or Section l2 I (e) of
CERCLA,42 U.S.C. g 9621(e).
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Coordination with Other Programs

ln most cases, the Environmental Services Administration (ESA) will have the lead for the
cleanup, and ESA shall coordinate with the relevant programs or agencies responsible for issuing
the permit. The RPM in ESA shall seek input and comments on the work plan (or other relevant
documents describing how the person intends to comply with the substantive requirements of the
permit) from the program or agency responsible for the permit. The coordination will most often
involve the Natural Resources Administration and other cleanup programs within the ESA.

ESA shall implement the on-site permit exemption in a way that is similar to EPA's approach
and EPA's relevant guidance ("Permits and Permit 'Equivalency' Processes for CERCLA On-
Site Response Actions") is attached for reference. The guidance document states that application
for and receipt of permits is not required for on-site2 response actions taken under the Fund-
financed or enforcement authorities of CERCLA. Similarly, the National Oil and Hazardous
Substances Pollution Contingency Plan ("NCP"), 40 CFR $300.400(e)(l) states that "[n]o
federal, state, or local permits are required for on-site response actions conducted pursuant to
CERCLA sections 104, 106, 120,121, or 122." EPA's guidance applies the permit exemption to
response actions performed by the lead agency, response actions performed by a State (including
the District), response actions performed by a potentially responsible party ("PRI"'; under an
administrative order, and those performed by a PRP through a Consent Decree.

The coordination and review process should occur as early in the cleanup process as possible.
The comment period will identify substantive permit requirements at an early stage of the
cleanup process and minimize any disruptions to the cleanup. The review and comment process
will typically focus on applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements ("ARARs") and any
other substantive requirements of the permit program. In general, the RPM will provide a 30-day
comment period to the DDOE or other District permitting program to identifu the applicable
substantive requirements of the permit.

At the onset of a project, the RPM will identify the appropriate branches within DDOE that may
require substantive review. The RPM will contact the Branch Chief and request review of a
deliverable. The Branch will have thirty (30) days to review the deliverable and submit
comments to the RPM. Any comments must be provided in writing, and comments should be
limited to substantive requirements, not procedural requirements.If no comments are received,
then the RPM may move forward with the project as planned.

The RPM will try to resolve any issues informally, and may call a meeting with the appropriate
staff. If the Branch Chief and the RPM are unable to reach a resolution of the issues contained in
the comments, then the Branch Chief or RPM may raise the issue to the Associate Director level

'CERCLA Compliance with other Laws Manuals (1988, 1989. EPA interprets 'on-site' for permitting purposes to
mean the areal extent of contamination and all suitable areas in very close proximity to the contamination necessary
for implementation of the response action.
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for resolution.Howcvcr,in thc inte五 rn,the RPNIIrnay continuc upon his or hcr chosen direction.

If a resolution cannot be reached at the Associate lDircctor level,then the issue rnay be raised to

the Dcputy Director lcvcl,and the Director level(ifnCCessary).

For any questions about this policy,pleasc contact Paul Connor at(202)481… 3847,

DauloCollnorの dc=gov,or Jared Piaggione江 (202)299-3346,iared.Diagttioncの dc■ov.

Attachent

cc:    Steve Kelton

Collin Burrell

Jared Piaggione

Associate Directors,ESA

Branch Chicfs,ESA
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UNITED STATES ENInRONMENTAL PROTEmN AGENCY
WASH:NGTON,D.C.20460

MnMOp ANnIIM

SUB」 ECT:  permits
on― site

Director, Vlaste Management Division
Regions I, IV, V, VII, and VIII

Direct.or, Emergency and Remedial Response Division
Region II

Director, Hazardous Waste Management Division
Region x

TIIBPASE

The purpose of this directive is to clarify the Environment.al
Protection Agency (EPA) policy with respecE to attaining permits
for activities at CERCLA sites. CERCLA response actions are
exempted by 1aw from Ehe requiremenE to obtain Federal, State or
locaI permits related to any activities conducted completely
on-site. IE is our policy Eo assure a1I activities conducted on
sites are protective of human health and the environment. It is not
Agency policy to allow surrogate or permi.t equivalency procedures
to impacE t.he progress or cost of CERCLA site remediation in any
respect.

BAEtrOROI'ND

In implementing remedial actions, EpA has consistently taken
the position Ehat the acquisition of permits is not required for
on-sit.e remedial actions. llowever, t.his does not remove the
requiremenE to meet (or waive) the substantive provisions of
permitting regulations that are appticable or relevant and
appropriatse requirement.s (ARARS). (For further discussion on ARARS
in genera], see the att.achment Eo this directive. For definitions
of ,,substantive" and ,,admini st,rative, " see 55 FR 8756-57 and Ehe
CERCLA Compliance with Other Laws ManuaL, parf. r, pages L-11-12.)
The proposed and final L982 Nat.ional OiI and

OFFEE OF
SOuD WASrE AND EMERCEMCY ttPONSE

OSWER Directive 9355.7-03
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and Permit "Equivalency"
Response Actions

Processes for CERCLA

FROM:

TO:

Henry 1,. L,ongest. lT, Ditector /s/
Office of Emergency and Remedial Response
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Hazardous substances Pollution contingency Plan (NcP) made no
mention of the permit issue. However. EPA addressed the issue in a
memorandum entitled " cERcl,A compliance r.rith ot.her Environmental
statuEes" which was attached as an appendix to the proposed 1985
NCP (50 8R 5928, February 12, 1985) The memorandum stated:

ncERcLA procedural and admj.nistraEive requiremenEs $ri11 be
modified Eo provide safeguards similar to those provided under
oEher laws. AppJ,ication for and receipt of permiEs is not
reguired for on-site response actions taken under t.he
Fund-financed or enforcement authorities of CERCLA. n

EPA determined in the final rule [1985 NCP section
300.68(a) (3)l that "Federal, State, and local permits are not
required for Fund-financed action or remedial actions taken
pursuant to Federal. acEion under section 105 of CERCLA. a The 1985
amendments to CERCLA codified section 300.68(a) (3) of the 1985 NCP
with a statutory provision, section 12L(e) (1). CERCLA section
121(e) (1) provides that no Federal, Stace, or local permit sha11 be
required for the porEion of any removal or remedial action
conducEed entirely on-site, where such remedial action is selecEed
and carried ouE in compliance r{ith section l-2L.

The 1990 NCP [section 300.400(e) (1)] implements t.his permiE
exemption for "on-site" actions, defining ,on-site" as "the areal
extent of contaminat.ion and al1 suitable areas in very close
proximity to the contamination necessary for implementation of the
response action. " The preamble Eo the NCP (at 55 FR 8589, March B,
1990) explains that "areaf 'r refers both to the surface areas and
the air above the site. EPA policy further defines "on-site" t.o
include the soil and the groundwater plume that are t.o be
remediated. On-site remedial act.ions may involve limit.ed areas of
noncontaminated land; for inst.ance, an on-site treatment plant may
need Eo be located above the plume or simply outside of the r,raste
area itself.

As provided in NCP secE.j.on 300.400(e) (1), response actions
cowered by CERCLA secEion.121(e) (1) j-nclude those conducted
pursuant to CERCLA secrions 104, 106, r2o, t2r, and 'l-22. Thus
response actions conducted by a lead agency, or by a potentially
responsible party or other person under an order or consent decree
with EPA, are covered under the ambit of CERCLA section 121(e) (1).
Response actions by a Iead agency include those response actions
implemented by EPA, the Coast cuard, or another Federal agency.
They also include response actions implemented by a State orpolitical subdivision operating pursuant to a contract or
cooperative agreement execut.ed pursuant to CERCLA
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section 104 (d) (1) , under which EPA selects (or must approve) the
remedy. lrereafter, t.he discussion concerning lead agencies shouLd
be understood to include, where appropriate. potentj-a]Iy
responsible parties or other persons acEing under cERcLA section
r-06.

DI SCUS SION

While permiEs may not be required for cERcLA on-sitse responBe
actions, some permitting authorities have attempted to require lead
agency participation in a process that. is "equivalent" to a
permiEting process in order to satisfy the authority's concern that
there will be compLiance with ARARS. In effect, they argue that
parEicipation in a permj.t-Iike process is necessary to identify the
substan!ive provisions of permitting regulations.

under a permit t'equivalency" process, the lead agency is asked
to participate in a process that an applicant would pursue Eo
secure a permit, except that most fees and public hearing
requirements are normally waived, The permit "equivalency" process
iEself has caused delay and cost increases in some response
actions. The process holds the potential for further delays and
cost increases due Eo often lengEhy review of documents submitted
to the permiEEing auEhority as if a permit trere actuaLly required,
and due to the attachment of non-ARAR conditions by the permitting
authority to the permit "equivalency." It also suggests,
incorrectly, that the approval of a permitting authorit.y is
required before a CERCLA action may proceed or before an ARARS
determination may be made wit.h respect to the permitt.ing
regulations.

Unfortsunately, some lead agencies have acquiesced to
parEicipation in such ,'equivalency" processes. Such acquiescence
has been rationalized by Ehe facts that it is particularly difficult
to determine compliance with the substantive requirements of
permitting programs, where leveLs are set on a site-specific basis,
e.g-, such as based upon the equipment provided by the remedial
action contractor, or as would normally be set in a permit or in
the Record of Decision (RoD) aE Superfund sites. In some cases.
J-ead agencies have agreed to participate in a permit requj-valencyrl
process, although both Ehe lead agency and the permitting autshority
have acknowledged the applicability of CERCLA section 121(e) (1).

EPA has consistently rejected t.he noEion t.hat CERCLA response
actions are subject t.o such processes (see Background discussion
above) . The NCP. while acknowledging the need for coordination and
consultat.ion with other agencies, noEes (at 55
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FR 8756-7′  March 8, 1990)that CERCLA section ■2■ (e))(■ )and other
CERCLA prOVisions:

"...ref1ect Congress' judgment that CERCLA actions should not
be delayed by Eime-consuming and duplicative adminisEratsive
requirements such as permitting, alEhough remedies shoul-d
achieve the substantive standards of applicable or relevant
and appropriate laws... EPA's approach is wholly consistent
with Ehe overall goal of the superfund program, to achieve
expeditious cleanups, and refl,ects an undersEanding of Ehe
uniqueness of the cERcLA program, which impacts more than one
medium (and thus overlaps with a number of other regulatory
and sEatutory programs) - Accordingly, it would be
inappropriate to subject cERcLA response actions to Ehe
multitude of administ.rative requirements of other Federal and
SEaEe offices and agencies.

At the same time, EPA recognizes Ehe benefits of consuLtation,
reporting, etc. To some degree, these functions are
accomplished through Ehe State involvement and public
participation requirements in the NCP. In addiEion, EPA has
already strongly recommended Ehat iEs Regional offices (and
States when they are the lead agency) establish procedures,
protocols or memoranda of understanding that, while not
recreating the adminisErative and procedural aspects of a
permj-t, wilI ensure early and continuous consultation and
coordinaEion with other EPA programs and other agencies.
CERCLA Compliance wj-th Other Laws Manual, [Part I], OSWER
Directive No. 9234.1-01 (August 8, 1988). In working with
StaEes, EPA generaLly wiIl coordinate and consult with the
St.ate Superfund office. That State Superfund office should
distribute to or obtain necessary informaEion from other State
offices interested in activit.ies at Superfund sites,

The basis for this recommendation j-s a recognition that such
coordina!ion and consultation is often useful to determine how
subsEanEive requirements implemented under other EPA programs
and by oEher agencies should be applied Eo a Superfund action.
For example, although t.he Superfund office wiLl make the final
decision on using ARARS, a water office may provide
informacion helpful in determining ARARS when a surface waEer
discharge is part of Ehe Superfund remedy.

EPA also recognizes the importance of providing information to
other programs and agencies that maintain environment.al data
bases. This is particul"arly true where the remedy includ.es
releases of substances inEo lhe air or hrater and
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the extenE of such releases is integral for air and rrater
programs to mainEain accurate information on ambient air and
surface water qualit.y in order to set statutori Iy- specif ied
standards . "

ry
There are several possible ways to alleviat.e the delays and

cost increases caused by a permit "equivalencyl process. First,
lead agencies can refuse to participate in this process, based on
the fact that actuaL permits are not required under CERCL,A section
1,21(e) (1), and procedural requirements are not ARARS under CERCLA
section 121(d) (2) and the NcP.

AlternaEively, and preferably, the lead agency could actively
consuLE on a regular and frequent basis wit,h the permiEting
authority, in sit.uations where the lead agency deems it helpful to
hasten ARARS identification. To facilitaEe such consultation. the
lead agency should provide copies of the submittals of the design
contractor and remedial action contractor in a timely manner to Ehe
permitting authority whose ARARS are the subject of the submittal-s.
The NCP preamble explains (at 55 FR 8757, March 8, 1990) that if
EPA is the lead agency, the coordinat.ion and consultation with
state permitEing authorit.ies sri11 generally be conducted through a
single State office. Support Agency Cooperative Agreements,
Superfund Memoranda of Agreement, or other protocols may be
appropriate vehicles to establi6h specific time Limits for the
permitting authority to provide technical assistance in the
evaluaEion of site-specific ARARs .

Ilowever, any such agreement should be based on the
understanding that a procedural "permit', or permit equivalency
approval is EA! required, buE thaE Che lead agency is participating
in the process in order to faciliEat.e coordination and consultation
with the permitting authorit.y. In some instances, because of t.he
need to complete a response acEion and to avoid delays and cost.
increases, the lead agency may decide to E.erminate t.he consultation
process. Nevertheless, this process should result in the Iead
agencyts designing the remedy to meet al1 of the substantive
requirements of Ehe permit.Eing regulations that are ARARS.

NOTE: The above policies and procedures are intended solely as
guidance to EPA empl-oyees. They do noE constit.ute rulemaking
by the Agency, and may not be relied on to creaEe a right, or
benefiE, substantive or procedural , enforceable at law or in
equity by any other person. EpA may take action that is at
variance with the policies and procedures in t,his direct,ive.

Attachment
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At. t,achment

Discussion on ARARs

CERCLA sect j.on 121(d) (2)(A) and NCP section
3oo.43o(f) (1) (i) (A) require EPA to seLect remedies that meet or
waive certain Federal or StaEe ARARS. ARARS are defined in the NCP
aE section 300.5 under Ehe rubrics of "applicable requirements'r and
,,relevant and appropriate reguirements." For guidance on ARARB
identification, see NCP sect.ions 300.400 (g) ; 300.430 (e) (2) ;
300.515(d) (1) and (3) and (h) (2); CERCL,A Compliance wiEh Other Laws
Manual , Parts I and II, OSWER Directives No. 9234.L-01 and -02
(August 8, 1988 and August 1989). The NcP does not require the
concurrence of siates or other FederaL agencies (or other EPA
program offices) on the Superfund Program's determination as to
which standards are ARARS, although consult.ation with the
appropriate stat.e or Federal agency is required.

NCP section 300.435(b) (2) provides that. once ARARS are
selected, it becomes the responsibility of the lead agency during
the Remedia] Design (RD) and Remedial Action (RA) to ensure that
all Federal and state ARARS identified in the ROD are met. In
accordance with cERcLA section 121(d) (4) and NCP section
300.430(f) (1) (ii) (c) , EPA may select a remedial action Ehat does
not, meet an ARAR under any one of 6 waiver circumstances. If
waivers from any ARARs are involved, the lead agency is responsible
for ensuring that Ehe conditions of the waivers are met. Pursuant
Eo CERCLA section 12f-(f ) (1), States must be provided an opportunity
to comment on proposed ARARS waivers and may challenge ARARS
waivers , as provided in CERCLA sectsion L2L (f I Q) and ( 3 ) .

Remedial acEions must comply wiEh E.hose requirements that are
deEermined to be ARARS aE Ehe tj.me of ROD signature. NCp section
300.430(t) (1) (ii) (B) , in effect., "freezes" ARARs when the ROD is
signed unless compliance wiEh newly promulgaEed or modified
reguj-rements is necessary to ensure the protectiveness of the
remedy. If ARARS were not frozen ac this point, promulgation of a
new or modified requirement could result. in a reconsideration of
the remedy and a restart of Che lengthy design process, even if
protect.iveness were not compromised. This Iack of certainty would
adversely affect the operation of t.he CERCLA program, would be
inconsistent with Congress' mandate to expeditiously clean up
sites, and could adversely affect negotiations with potentially
responsible part ies .

As a general policy, EpA considers newly-promulgated
requi.rements or other information as part of Ehe ra.rrl", conducted
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at. Ieast every five years, under CERCLA section L2!lcl , for sites
where hazardous subgtances remain on-site. The review requires EPA
to assure that human health and the environment are being protected
by the remedial action. Hence, the remedy should be examined in
light of any new standards that would be applicable or relevant and
appropriate Eo the circumstances at the site and in light of any
other pertinent new information t.o ensure that the remedy is still
protecEive. Hovrever, if such information comea to light at times
other Ehan at t.he five-year reviews. EPA will. consider the
necessity of acting to modify the remedy at such tsimes.

After the RoD is signed, new information may be generated
during the RD/RA process that could affecE the remedy selected in
the RoD. Such new information may result in "nonsignificants,'l,,signif icant, " or "fundamenEal" changes Eo the remedy.
Nonsignificant changes are minor changes Ehat usually arise during
design and construction, when modifications are made to the
functional specifications of Ehe remedy to optimize performance and
minimize cost. This may result in minor changes to the type and/or
cost of materials, equipment, faciliEies, services and supplies
used to implement the remedy. The lead agency need not prepare an
explanation of significant differences for minor changes. These
changes should be documented in Ehe posE-RoD file. such as the
RD/RA case fiIe. significant changes to a remedy are generally
incremental changes to a component of a remedy that do not
fundamentally alter the overall remedial approach. The lead agency
would need to publish in a local newspaper an expl-anation of
significant differences announcing such changes. on the other hand,
if Ehe action. decree, or settlement fundamentally alters the RoD
in such manner that Lhe proposed action, with respecE Eo scope,
performance. or cost, is no longer reflective of the selecEed
remedy in Ehe ROD, the lead agency will issue a notice of
availability and brief descripEion of the proposed amendment to the
ROD in a Iocal newspaper in order to facilitate public comment.
Proposed RoD amendments shoufd identify new requirements that are
AR-ARg and whether they will be met or waived.

For more guidance on responding to post-ROD information. EE9,'cuide to Addressing Pre-ROD and Post-ROD Changes,', Publication No.
9355.3-02FS-4 (April, L99L), and IARARS Q's & A's: General Policy,
RCRA, CWA, SDWA. Post-ROD informat.ion, and Contingent Waivers,,'
Publication No. 9234.2-01lFS-A (June 1991), Quesrions 14-15.
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